Valentino
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (115/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 56
Valentino is a mid-season maturity green bean with very high yield potential and the ability to set pods under heat and drought stress, making it an excellent choice for growers planning to harvest in mid-Summer. Its concentrated pod set is also positioned well for mechanical harvest. Pods are medium-to-dark green and very good quality. Plants offer high resistance to Bean common mosaic virus and intermediate resistance to rust races 38 and 90.

Merlin
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (1,800/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 25-35 baby leaf; 85-90 full size
A very high-sugar content beet, noted for its exceptional flavor. Merlin offers uniform, round-shaped, deep burgundy-red roots with very little interior zoning. Erect, glossy, dark green tops are also prized for high eating quality.

Touchstone Gold
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (1,800/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 85-90
Days from Transplant: 63
Touchstone Gold has vibrant yellow-to-golden, smooth, globe-shaped roots. It has medium-sized crowns and tap roots. This variety is mid to late maturing. Touchstone Gold’s roots have little to no zoning. It has a mild, sweet, delicious flavor.

Sweet Slaw
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (12,000/oz.)
Days from Transplant: 63
This pointed, egg-shaped cabbage with a slightly rounded top has a uniform head with a short core. The head is smooth and dense, and offers good flavor. Resists cracking, resulting in a relatively long harvest window. Available exclusively from Ball Seed®.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack
Talk to us.
Ball Seed: 800 879-BALL
Ball ColorLink®: 800 686-7380

Find more information at BallSeed.com
2020 field collection

**CABBAGE**

**Sweet Thang**
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (111,000/oz.)
Days from Transplant: 65

F1 hybrid no head cabbage features dark leaves with thick, sweet veins. The taste will turn sweet around 65 days after planting and improves even more with a little cold. A vigorous grower with an open plant habit and a harvest window of up to 100 days. Resists calcium deficiency and is more compact than competitors.

**RADISH**

**Crunchy Red**
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (3,100/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 25

Produces large, 4-in. (10-cm) tops and very uniform, dark red, round roots. This variety is very slow to develop pith. It performs well under cool conditions. It’s usually a few days earlier than standard open-pollinated varieties. Crunchy Red is desirable where larger roots are required.

**CARROT**

**Orangeblaze**
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (3,700/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 70

Smooth, cylindrical cello/jumbo carrot with high-quality roots offers intermediate resistance to Alternaria blight. Vigorous root continues to size and makes a higher percentage of jumbos. Easy to harvest, with a high yield potential and adaptability across multiple soil conditions, including muck, mineral and deep peat.

**RADISH**

**Starburst**
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (3,600/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 60

A watermelon-type radish, characterized by a bright red interior and a white/green exterior. Plant in early Spring or Fall for best performance. Mature roots are tangerine-sized with upright, bright green foliage. Use to dress up salads or slaws, or pickle to preserve.

**CAULIFLOWER**

**Minuteman**
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (7,100/oz.)
Days from Transplant: 65-70

Widely adaptable cauliflower has the ability to perform well in heat. Minuteman is an early hybrid for Summer and Fall harvest, featuring large, dense, uniform heads that have a good color, providing high marketability potential.

**WINTER SQUASH**

**Atlas**
Type: Butternut
Form/Count: Available as Raw Seed (186/oz.)
Days from Direct Sow: 100-110

Atlas produces high yields of uniformly sized and shaped, 5 to 7-lb. (2 to 3-kg) butternuts with long, cylindrical necks and slight bulb ends. The small ends make them easier to cut and prepare for cooking. A mid-maturing variety with light cream skin and dark orange flesh. Strong vines are somewhat restricted, taking up less space in the garden than full vine types.

Available exclusively from Ball Seed®.

Seeds per ounce are approximate and can vary by lot.